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Abstract 
The issue of corruption in Nigeria is no longer news. It is no respecter of 
age, gender, religion, position and profession. Corruption is when one exerts 
undue influence over public assets by illegitimately converting such into 
personal property. In the past decade in Nigeria, there had been humongous 
growth in natural and human resources;which the dividends unfortunately 
fell into the hands of dishonest and corrupt individuals who took such for 
national cake. The effect is the present economic recession that the nation is 
passing through. The image of corruption has stigmatised all Nigerians in 
the outside world. Hence, the need for value re-orientation through the use 
of proverbs and figurative language among students at their early years in 
junior secondary schools is a necessity;because, they are still at their 
formative age and have a clean-slate-heart that are ready to take ideas, 
norms, beliefs andfundamental proverbial lessons such that can disabuse 
their minds from corruption now and ever. It is therefore recommended that 
curriculum planners should include the use of proverbs and figurative as an 
aspect of English language content for secondary school, while parents 
expose their wards to proverbial phrases that teach moral values and 
teachers should emphasis the aspect of curriculum that stresses behavioural 
pattern of students using proverbs and figurative language. 
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Nigeria is a country blessed with natural, human resources. It has many landmarks comprising 
36 states and one federal capital territory. It is also the most populous nation in Africa with over 160 
million people (Answersafrica.com). Specifically, Nigeria is known for five major things around the 
world. Production of crude oil; Nigeria is the 12th in the World and 1st in Africa. Nigeria is a   country 
blessed with solid minerals such as marble, granite, clay, kaolin, gold, mice, quartzite, laterite, 
feldspar and talc among others (www.onlinenigeria.com). Unfortunately, the country that is so blessed 
with these resources is characterised with wickedness, wrongfulness, troubles, evil morals, terrorism, 
boko haram, kidnapping, rituals, killing, insecurity, and the protuberant of it all is corruption which 
has thrown the country into the present state of economic recession battle (Kayode, 1987). There is an 
urgent need of sensitization of value re-orientation in the nation specifically, among the younger 
generation who are still whole, pure, honest and uncorrupted. 
 
Value Re-Orientation 
 Value is the quality that renders something desirable or valuable (palmer et al, 2006). It could 
also mean the degree of importance one gives to something (Arnold, 1999). Similarly, Njoku (2015) 
stated that re-orientation is the act of changing the direction of something from where it used to be; 
meaning that re-orientation in Nigeria could mean repositioning Nigeria from where it used to be to 
where it ought to be. Value re-orientation in this context is focusing on redeeming Nigeria citizens 
from all forms of misplacement of value, misunderstanding of the purpose of human life, and lack of 
sense of oneness in our communities; to a state where everyone will imbibe the culture of hard work 
and productivity rather than robbery and kidnapping for quick money. Value re-orientation in our 
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society is a search for desirable culture that would re-shape the image of the corruption stigma every 
Nigerian is carrying about Palmer et al (2006). 

The present image of Nigeria is characterised with corruption of different types. Njoku (2007) 
posited that Nigeria citizens pursue wealth without knowledge, pleasure without conscience, 
commerce without morality, worship without sacrifice, science without humanity and politics without 
principles. The ideal ways of doing things and living virtuous life in the society is no longer valued. 
There is the need to seek for our values and pride as a nation. Hence,   values are deep seated beliefs 
that influence people’s action and determine attitude which in turn influences behaviour (Igbuzor, 
2013). Value is a motive force that drives positive achievement which makes it a necessity for every 
group of individual, societies, communities and indeed the entire nation to develop or have a core 
value that drives one to doing good things. This corroborates Njoku (2015) that opined that value 
implies acceptable standards, ideal way of doing things and living virtuous life in society. Since there 
is need for value to serve societal purposes then, the dominant values that serve different societies in 
Nigeria which include holding ones name in a high esteem, respect and honour for parents and elderly 
ones, respect for human life should be revived.  Arnold (1999) added that societal values include 
honour accorded elders, men and women of honour. Love and protection of the family, extension of 
security to neighbours, truthfulness, honesty, hard work and productivity, friendliness, hospitality and 
respect for sanctity of life these are renewable virtues that increase as they are used and not the other 
way round the negative values. 

Negative value according to Igbuzor (2013) is getting what you want through any means.  
Negative values have poised our society with pecuniary motives that restricted the value of public 
funds to personal money and inordinate pursuit for material acquisition and the worship of money 
much more that parents use their child for money rituals and other social vices. This corroborates 
Darlington & Steinberg (1993) that life is getting anything you want through any means.Oluyomi 
(2018) referred to getting anything anyhow as wrong short cut to success. It is unfortunate that 
supposed responsible persons are departing from what is pure to impure, right to wrong, from good to 
bad, evil doings are taken for good works. It is regrettable that vices have taken the place of virtue in 
our society: the manifestation of moral excellence in persons is lost. Negative values have taken over 
the admirable value qualities in our various societies (Achebe, 1983). It has changed the positive 
values needed for the development of our society. Therefore there is an urgent need to start teaching 
the younger generation our cultural values through the use of proverbs and figurative language. 
 
Proverbs and Figurative Language 

Proverbs are words of wisdom popularly used by elders to advice younger generation 
(Adebayo, 1979). Proverbs are the simple truths of life that contain the ethical, moral values of a 
society (Mieder, 2005). The truth about proverbs is that, it is often an empirical fact based and derived 
from the experiences that people had in life. In line with this, Wilson (2004) stated that proverbs are 
derived from human relationship and interaction with the world of nature. Adeyemo & Balogun 
(2014) noted that, proverbs from time immemorial until today is a very powerful and effective 
instrument for the transmission of cultural values, philosophy, social moral values and the sensibility 
of people around you. In the olden days children usually gathered under the moonlight to listen to 
stories that are told by elderly persons, there, a lot of tales are told where morals principles, norms, 
beliefs guiding a member of the society are inculcated consciously or unconsciously,self-discipline 
within and outside home are taught. This home education is equally spiced with different proverbial 
phrases and figurative statements through which lessons are taught and learning takes place. 

In my childhood days, two methods were used for teaching values; these were proverbs and 
figurative phrases. These had some definite advantages on us. Some lessons were unconsciously 
learnt and memorised. At times these words ordered ones steps and utterances. Spoken or written 
proverbs leave a message that one retaught many times later in life. Unfortunately, proverbs are not 
found as much in homes today, probably because parents do not want to expose their children to 
traditional or cultural way of life. In our homes when I was a child my father taught us by means of 
proverbs many times. There is one which I specifically remember and I often recall it when similar 
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situation arises. I asked my Father for a change of new clothes but he told me “have you not seen 
people without clothe on their body? That you have one on rejoice”. This proverb teaches one to be 
contented and show gratitude instead of discontentment and complaints. 
 Another occasion of a proverbial phrase which I recall often is that one said by an elderly 
woman to my brother one day, she said “a child that sleeps too much, deserves no riches” meaning 
anyone that sleeps too much cannot be rich or wealthy because the time of work is being used for 
sleeping. My parents loved hard work they equally believe in striking a balance between work and 
play or rest. My mother says “work hard in the morning and refresh while it is noon” meaning that 
one should endeavour to work hard when you still have the strength, when the sun rises but at the sets 
of the sun one would not have enough strength to work hard again.  
A proverb I have heard quoted by the elderly ones is equally sending messages to someone’s life such 
as “all work without play makes Jack a dull boy” meaning all play without work makes jack a mere 
toy” meaning work and play but do not play and play redeem time. At this juncture, the researcher is 
optimistic that proverbs are effective tools for teaching values because they convey meaning, lesson, 
concepts and values with words which are easily recalled words that are good enough to guide one in 
life.There was a king called Solomon who wrote a book titled “The Book of Proverbs” this book has 
thirty one chapters and nine hundred and fifteen verses that teach wisdom, increase knowledge, and  
honest thoughts that could guides one in the journey of life (King James Version KJV). Hence, 
children should be taught proverbs right from home down to junior secondary level of education and 
when they become adults they will not depart from it. This corroborates Olubunmi (2010) who stated 
that child’s life, opinions and language are shaped by what he/she hears at home and taught in school. 
 
Nature of Proverbs 
Proverbs are learned and caught by children from parents, adult and teachers in many different ways, 
some through intentional teaching and some are unconsciously learnt. For instance, some examples of 
proverb are given here; Patient dog eat the fattest meat. A good child shun bad act. A child that does 
not have the fear of his parents cannot fear God. There is no god that supports a lazy child 
(Anonymous). 
- Wisdom is powerful than might (Anonymous). 
- Train your child when there is hope (KJV). 
- A well trained child gives the parent rest (Anonymous). 
- Train your child in the right way when he grows he will not depart from it (KJV). 
- A charitable child is the joy of his parents (Anonymous). 
- Half-baked child brings shame to the parents(Anonymous). 
- The house built of saliva (dishonest), will be blown away by mere morning dew 
(Anonymous). 
- Work is the curative medicine for poverty (Anonymous). 
- A woman lacks good character: such claims that destiny avoids her(Anonymous).  
- An Iroko tree is better uprooted when it is still young(Anonymous). 
- A kid does not recognise a concoction, he calls it vegetable(Anonymous). 
- A sheep that flock with goat shall eat faeces(Anonymous).  
- Be your brother’s keeper(Anonymous). 
- Practice what you preach(Anonymous). 
- Money that talks kills (Anonymous). 
- Live and let lives (Anonymous). 
- Honesty is the best policy (Anonymous). 
- Charity begins at home (Fiedler, 2007). 
- Early to bed and early to rise(Mieder, 2004). 
- A bird in the hand is worth two in the bush (Fiedler, 2007). 
- Business before pleasure (Mieder&Litoekina, 2006).  
- You cannot eat your cake and have it (Fiedler, 2012) 
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- Curiosity killed the cat (Mieder, 2000). 
- You cannot teach an old dog new trick(Mieder& Litovekina, 2006). 
- Like father like son (Mieder, 2005). 
- A fool and his money are soon parted (Mieder, 2005). 
- Garbage in garbage out (Mieder, 2005). 
- All that glitter is not gold (Fiedler, 2012). 
- Make hay while the sun shines (Fiedler, 2007). 
- Haste makes waste (Litovkina &Mieder, 2006). 
- Pride goes before a fall (KJV). 
- Two wrongs do not make a right. (Litovkina &Mieder, 2006) 
- Teach a child in the way of God when he grows he will never depart from it (KJV). 
- He who rejects elderly advice sings hard I know (KJV). 
- A thief stains the name of his or her parents(KJV). 
- Good name is better chosen than silver and gold (KJV). 
- A foolish child is the shame of his mother(KJV). 
- There is hope on an obedient child (KJV). 
- Every day is for the thief but one day is for the owner (KJV). 
 
Nature of Figurative Language 

Figurative language can be referred to as figures of speech, non-literal use of language 
(Okeke, 2012). Similarly, Moon (1998) opined that figurative language is any type of expression that 
does not literally mean what it says. It provides a connotation rather than denotative meaning. Figures 
of speech are forms of expressions that depart from normal word or sentence order or form from the 
common literal meanings of words for the purpose of achieving a special effect (Okeke, 2012). Hence 
figurative language employs a figure or some kind of resemblance to make its meaning, it can also be 
referred to as a phrase used to suggest a picture in the mind of the one hearing it or make comparison. 
Akwanya (1999) emphasized that in oral and traditional societies, thought are sometimes expressed in 
a systematic phrase which strives towards maximum conciseness inform of proverb or a maxim. Such 
as “as cats and dogs” in the phrase “it’s raining cats and dogs”. 

Figurative language is similar to proverbs. The majority of proverbs are metaphorical unlike 
the figurative speech. Such as early to bed early to rise makes a man healthy and wealthy. Too many 
cooks spoil the broth, make hay while the sun shines, spare the rod and spoil the child (Lakoffi& 
Johnson, 1980). The essence of figurative phrases it involves a transfer from one cognitive domain to 
another. Figurative can be metonymic as they are based on an objectively existing relationship 
between two entities unlike Two heads are better than one. The metaphors and metonymies we find in 
proverbs are not freely created but the decoding processes however, are similar. Therefore, the 
inclusion of proverbs and the discussion of their nature are similar. Proverbs preserve tradition and 
provide insight into culture in a number of ways; as they are inherited from generation to generation. 
However, the teaching of proverbs and figurative phrases can conveniently be made possible through 
the use of English language. Since 16th century English language has been used as the language of 
instruction to the learners in other to effect a change in the learner’s behaviour and to guide them in a 
desired direction Ogbonyomi, (2003). Hence, Proverbs can be taught in English classes once or twice 
a week for the transmission of knowledge aimed at disabuse students’ mind against corruption. 
In conclusion, we do need to look for new ways of behaviour for Nigerians, new pattern of positive 
values re-orientation that have once sustained the Nigerian public and private sectors. Hence, if every 
citizen of Nigeria collaborates in re-orientation of value education; the image and character of our 
national life would be changed for better. (www.eajournals.org) 
 
Recommendations 
Mass Media: there should be strong communication strategy using figurative and proverbial phrases 
to drive value re-orientation through radio, television, newspapers films and other social media. There 
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are some radio programmes that are centred on proverbs and figurative lessons; children derive lot of 
words of wisdom in them such should be encouraged often. 
 
Parents: charity they say begins at home, parents should teach and train children, guide their 
behavioural patterns at home starting from cradle. Children should be exposed to proverbial phrases 
and figurative lessons such that teach moral values Lazor (1996). Parent should also instil the virtue of 
honesty, discipline and develop in their children self-control, obedience to rules and regulations 
guiding the nation. Parents should guide the type of friends their children keep because bad friends 
corrupt good morals 
Students: should imbibe self-discipline; self-control and they should learn to be contented with what 
they have (Maheshwari, 2009). They should also encourage themselves by working hard because 
“hard work solves poverty” “no food for the lazy child” “hardworking student leads the lazy ones” 
students should read more of proverbs and figurative books such as teach yourself proverbs by 
Oyegunsi. Reading of proverbs and figurative gives you no “Much Ado” instead, it increases your 
wisdom, knowledge and understanding on the journey of life  
 
Government: co-operate organizations, non-governmental agencies and individuals as a matter of 
urgency should encourage and finance seminars, symposia, debates, mass media enlightenment 
programmes to encourage hard work and productivity, self-reliance, skill acquisition among students. 
Government should also recognise people who display positive values, national honour and awards 
should be given to people who display these values and not people who have accumulated wealth 
through dubious means (Igbuzor, 2013). Government should not lose sight of schools drop-out rather 
it should establish schools and skill acquisition centres for such training. Finally, government should 
create jobs. 
 
Curriculum planner; the teaching of proverbs and figurative should be grafted into Junior Secondary 
School Curriculum. This is a foundational class, they can still be bent to learn moral, values, 
discipline, roles in which they could recall time to time. They should make character re-orientation an 
integral part of the curriculum of teacher education. 
 
Teachers:  are role models, they should endeavour to acquire moral standards, intellectual competence 
and be committed in discharging their duties. The use of proverbial phrases and figurative expressions 
be grafted into academic scheme and weekly record of work, it should be   used regularly especially 
proverbial phrases that teach values and morals. The fact remains that often time’s learners listen to 
their teachers better than their parents they also fear and respect them. No wonder teachers are 
referred to as custodians of knowledge the strategies of inculcating lost values and pride lie in their 
hands.Therefore, teachers should be encouraged to function as role models of which they are. 
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